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Abstract: Small Industries establishment have great role in industrial development process in Iraq. 

Modern studies have concentrate upon the importance of Small Industries in developing Iraqi 

economy. This importance could be displayed through concentrating on  some Industry Standards in 

verifying the reality of industrial activity . Therefore it is necessary to depend on possible number of 

variables due to lack of data and difficulty in gathering information; accordingly we made the variables 

depending upon number of industries and  employees in the industries ، value of the wages ، salaries ، 

value of production requirements and value of production .  

Through researching ، we recognized geographic distribution of  used Industry Standards ( number of 

the establishments and employees )( who receive wages or without ، total wages )، production 

requirements ، besides of total industry products through depending upon categories of standard 

degrees for each standard and for each governorate from those  Industry Standards . 

Results showed by Person confident that there is strong relationship between  Industry Standards and 

total production was direct relation ، and the standards of production requirements ، the strongest  

between  standards of production requirements due to its  role and effect in production in  small 

industries . 

Results  of the research showed though using Lorenz carve of distribution  ، that the  total Industry 

Standards that used in the research did not take ideal distribution or harmonized due to factors affected 

these standards in industries ، but still products requirements were the closet to ideal form .   

Results  of the research  by using  Lorenz context showed  that total production does not does not take 

certain form in distributing if not it is ideal in a value close to zero and if its center not close to Integer  

، but showed in value(0.54)  . 
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